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HORSE GRADE KEYWORDS EXTENDED COMMENT

1 EVER SO CLEVER C+    had the right kind of race shape but wasn't able to make a serious impression

2 LOCKDOWN B- SAVED  rail trip most of the way, in tight briefly early and down backside, had to edge off rail on final turn when negotiating some 
tight traffic, went right back to the rail in the stretch run

3 MOPOTISM C NASAL_S   was not able to quicken with main contenders on that final turn

4 PARADISE WOODS C+ X_FLOW PRESSED NO_FINISH P Lopez and Miss Sky Warrior refused to let this filly get a comfortable lead, pressed through unrealistic fractions, empty 
by the top

5 JORDAN'S HENNY C SAVED   saving ground final turn while moving with Sailor's Valentine, empty shortly into stretch

6 VEXATIOUS B- FLOW WIDE MOVE made a nice looking move on the final turn but also lost ground when placed around 4/5 wide every step, could not quite 
sustain that final furlong

7 FARRELL C FREE NO_KEEP OTHER thought she lost her rhythm into the opening turn, seemed to resent both Miss Sky Warrior and Paradise Woods 
swarming her and it took her off stride, sat alone off the quick pace of the aforementioned rivals down the backside,  
stopping on final turn  

8 SAILOR'S VALENTINE C+ clean trip, not quite enough there to stay with the main players

9 WICKED LICK C NO_HANDLE  not convinced rider liked what he felt underneath him, believe this filly might not have been getting hold of this off going

10 MISS SKY WARRIOR B- X_FLOW TACTIC a customary aggressive ride by Lopez but nonetheless questionable, instead of riding for a win it seemed he was more 
intent on refusing to give a lead to the favorite Paradise Woods, thought he was irrationally aggressive, did manage to 
win the battle vs Paradise but lost the war

11 TEQUILITA C never made herself a threat today, backing up quickly by the final turn

12 DADDYS LIL DARLING B FLOW TACTIC WIDE Leparoux's biggest weakness as a rider glaring in this one, far too passive heading into final turn while Mike Smith made 
his winning move Leparoux sitting around like the race was on grass, finally angled to clear while going about 5 wide top, 
rallied gamely in lane

13 ABEL TASMAN B FLOW TROUBLE WIDE Mike took this girl to the rail before opening turn, ran into trouble off heels out of the first turn and was forced to check, 
taken to the outside after that, moved 4/5 wide every step of the turn for her winning move, kept on task to the wire

14 SALTY B FLOW TROUBLE(+ TWO_MOVES positioned around four wide opening turn, in that position out of turn and made a quick move to the rail midway down 
backside, saving ground into final turn when making move in tandem with Vexatious, then had to halt run at quarter pole 
when room disappeared between runners, did not cave, came again in lane, clearly a lot of talent with this filly 
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